Focus on Reading

What I’ve Learned About Effective
Reading Instruction
FROM A DECADE OF STUDYING EXEMPLARY ELEMENTARY
CLASSROOM TEACHERS
Using data from a lengthy study of first- and fourth-grade teachers in six states, Mr. Allington
concludes that enhanced reading proficiency rests largely on the capacity of classroom teachers to
provide expert, exemplary reading instruction — instruction that cannot be packaged or
regurgitated from a common script because it is responsive to children’s needs.
BY RICHARD L. ALLINGTON

I

T SEEMS that, finally, those who make education policy — at the local,
state, and federal levels — have begun to recognize just how much good
teachers matter. A series of studies have confirmed what was probably
obvious from the beginning. Good teachers, effective teachers, matter
much more than particular curriculum materials, pedagogical approaches, or “proven programs.”1 It has become clearer that investing in good
teaching — whether through making sound hiring decisions or planning
effective professional development — is the most “research-based” strategy available. If we truly hope to attain the goal of “no child left behind,” we
must focus on creating a substantially larger number of effective, expert teachers.
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Extensive reading is critical to the
development of reading proficiency.
Effective teachers manage to produce better achievement regardless of which curriculum materials, pedagogical approach, or reading program they use. I am not going to try to understand why it has taken education so long
to recognize what other industries recognized almost from
the start — expertise matters. Instead, I am going to describe what the teaching of exemplary elementary teachers looks like and challenge school administrators to examine whether their daily practice and longer-term planning are designed to foster such teaching. In other words,
I believe that school administrators should be crafting policies that ensure that more effective teachers are created
each year in their schools.
For much of the past decade my colleagues and I at the
National Research Center on English Learning and Achievement have been studying some of the best elementary school
teachers in the U.S.2 These teachers were selected primarily from schools that enrolled substantial numbers of poor
children and schools that reflected the racial, ethnic, and
linguistic diversity of the nation. We observed first- and
fourth-grade teachers from six states (New York, Texas, New
Hampshire, California, Wisconsin, and New Jersey). We
spent at least 10 full instructional days, and often more,
observing, interviewing, and videotaping in each teacher’s
classroom. Two books, a number of articles, and related
technical reports provide documentary details (the books
and articles are cited throughout, and the technical reports,
along with research summaries, can be found at http://cela.albany.edu).
We studied teachers who had been found to be particularly effective in developing reading and writing proficiency. Over the course of the study, however, it became
clear that the teachers we were studying developed students’ academic proficiencies well beyond the ability to
score higher on reading and writing achievement tests
(though the evidence we gathered also demonstrated that
these teachers produced significantly better performance
on standardized tests as a matter of course).
The hundreds of days of classroom observation and the
hundreds of interviews with teachers and students provided a clear picture of what good elementary teaching looks
like. Below I sketch six common features — the six T’s of
effective elementary literacy instruction — that we observed
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in exemplary elementary classrooms.
TIME
These teachers maintained a “reading and writing versus stuff” ratio that was far better balanced than is typically found in elementary classrooms.3 In other words,
these teachers routinely had children actually reading and
writing for as much as half of the school day — around a
50/50 ratio of reading and writing to stuff (stuff is all the
other things teachers have children do instead of reading
and writing). In typical classrooms it is not unusual to find
that children read and write for as little as 10% of the day
(30 minutes of reading and writing activity in a 300-minute
— five-hour — school day). In many classrooms, a 90minute “reading block” produces only 10 to 15 minutes
of actual reading — that is, less than 20% of the allocated reading time is spent reading. Worse, many classrooms
devote only 20 minutes of the entire school day — less
than 10% — to actual reading (including reading in science, social studies, math, and other subjects).4
When stuff dominates instructional time, warning flags
should go up. This is true even when the activity, in some
form, has been shown to be useful. For example, research
supports activating students’ background knowledge before reading 5 and holding discussions after reading.6 But
spending most of a 90-minute reading block on building
background knowledge seems an unlikely strategy for improving reading proficiencies. Three to five minutes of this
activity would be sufficient.
There is also a lot of stuff going on in less effective classrooms that is not supported by reliable evidence for any
amount of use (e.g., going through test-preparation workbooks, copying vocabulary definitions from a dictionary,
completing after-reading comprehension worksheets).
Extensive reading is critical to the development of reading proficiency.7 Extensive practice provides the opportunity for students to consolidate the skills and strategies teachers often work so hard to develop. The exemplary elementary teachers we studied recognized this critical aspect of
instructional planning. Their students did more guided reading, more independent reading, more social studies and
science reading than students in less effective classrooms.

But the teachers’ instructional planning involved much
more than simply allocating lots of time for reading and
writing.
TEXTS
If children are to read a lot throughout the school day,
they will need a rich supply of books they can actually
read. This seems a simple statement of fact. But there also exists a large and potent research base that supports
supplying children with books of appropriate complexity.8 This research began in the 1940s and has continued
into this new millennium.
Simply put, students need enormous quantities of successful reading to become independent, proficient readers. By successful reading, I mean reading experiences in
which students perform with a high level of accuracy, fluency, and comprehension. When a 9-year-old misses as
few as two or three words in each hundred running words
of a text, the text may be too hard for effective practice.
That text may be appropriate for instructional purposes,
but developing readers need much more high-success reading than difficult reading. It is the high-accuracy, fluent,
and easily comprehended reading that provides the opportunities to integrate complex skills and strategies into an
automatic, independent reading process.
The exemplary teachers we studied too often had to
teach against the organizational grain. They rejected district plans that required all children to be placed in the
same textbook or trade book (and do the same worksheets
on the same day). They recognized such schemes for what
they are: truly anti-scientific, non-research-based fads designed more, it seems, to exert administrative power than
to produce high levels of student achievement.
Unfortunately, these exemplary teachers too often had
to spend both their personal time and their personal funds
to locate and purchase the texts needed to effectively teach
the children they were assigned. Some were lucky to work
in “smart” organizations: organizations that supported them
and provided a rich and expansive supply of texts to promote children’s learning across the school day (multilevel
texts for social studies and science as well as for reading
classes); organizations that knew that “one-size-fits-all”
contradicts virtually everything we have learned about effective teaching.
Students of all achievement levels benefited from exemplary teaching, but it was the lowest achievers who
benefited most.9 In the classrooms of exemplary teachers,
lower-achieving students spent their days with books they
could successfully read. This has not typically been the case in

less effective classrooms.10 In too many schools, lowerachieving readers receive appropriate reading materials only
when they participate in special-support instruction (e.g.,
special education resource rooms, Title I in-class support,
bilingual education blocks). In other words, in too many cases the lower-achieving students receive, perhaps, an hour
of appropriate instruction each day and four hours of instruction based on grade-level texts they cannot read. No
child who spends 80% of his or her instructional time in
texts that are inappropriately difficult will make much
progress academically.
The exemplary teachers we studied noticed that the
highest-achieving students 1) received a steady diet of “easy”
texts — texts they could read accurately, fluently, and with
good comprehension — and 2) consistently outgained both
the average-achieving students and the lower-achieving
students, year after year. They also noticed that motivation
for reading was dramatically influenced by reading success. They acted on these observations by creating multilevel, multisourced curricula that met the needs of the diverse range of students in their classrooms.
TEACHING
Obviously, part of good teaching is planning instructional time and selecting appropriate books. But here I
want to focus more on the notion of active instruction —
the modeling and demonstration of the useful strategies
that good readers employ. Much of what many administrators might consider teaching behaviors involves little or
no active instruction.11 Much of what many teachers consider teaching is little more than assignment and assessment. Somewhere along the way, active teaching — explicit explanation, direct teaching — has been lost in the
shuffle of thinking about classroom instruction.
The exemplary teachers in our study routinely gave direct, explicit demonstrations of the cognitive strategies that
good readers use when they read. In other words, they
modeled the thinking that skilled readers engage in as they
attempt to decode a word, self-monitor for understanding,
summarize while reading, or edit when composing. The
“watch me” or “let me demonstrate” stance they took seems
quite different from the “assign and assess” stance that dominates in less effective classrooms.12
The dominance of the assign-and-assess model has
been too little written about, but the truth is that “instruction” of this nature is of little benefit to all but the few students who have already acquired a basic understanding
of the strategy that is the focus of the lesson. As Marilyn
Jager Adams pointed out in her analysis of traditional
JUNE 2002
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The classroom talk we observed was more
often conversational than interrogational.
phonics programs, when teachers assign a worksheet that
requires children to fill in the missing vowel, only children
who already know the correct response can successfully
do the task. 13 And they don’t need the practice. Children
who do not know which vowel to put in the blank space
cannot acquire that knowledge from the worksheet. They
need actual teaching. In other words, the missing-vowel
worksheet is an assessment of who already knows the vowel patterns, not an instructional activity that will teach the
vowel pattern.
Likewise, when assigned a story to read and questions
to answer at the end, children who have developed the
appropriate strategy to use while reading can respond correctly, but those who have not developed it cannot.14 And
these latter children cannot acquire the strategy from the
end-of-story questions. They need someone to actually teach
it to them — someone who can model and demonstrate
its use.15
The exemplary teachers seemed to realize that most
commercial instructional packages provide no useful in formation on the direct and explicit teaching of skills or
strategies. The scripts one typically finds in teachers’ manuals accompanying commercial packages may offer a “definitional” model (for example, explaining that the main
idea is the author’s most important idea about a topic), but
they offer little in the way of helping children develop useful reading strategies (for example, showing how to determine the relative importance of the various ideas an author might present on a topic).
Thus these teachers took on the responsibility of crafting explicit demonstrations of skills and strategies. For example, to demonstrate the use of the deletion strategy when
teaching summarization, they would first list the various
ideas an author presented in a persuasive paragraph through
a line-by-line analysis — a watch-me-do-this lesson. Then
they would demonstrate through a think-aloud process the
strategy of deleting redundant, trivial, and subordinate information until they had arrived at the summary statement.
These teachers offered models of useful strategies — decoding strategies, composing strategies, self-regulating strategies — as separate lessons to the whole class, to targeted
small groups, and to individual students in side-by-side instruction. In fact, it is this plethora of instructional activi744
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ty that truly sets these teachers apart and explains much
of their effectiveness with lower-achieving students.16
We have a wealth of studies demonstrating the power
of active teaching, especially for children who struggle to
learn to read and write. But expert teaching requires knowing not only how to teach strategies explicitly but also how
to foster transfer of the strategies from the structured practice activities to students’ independent use of them while
engaged in reading. A real concern is that, when instruction becomes too explicit, children never learn when and
how to use the strategies profitably and successfully in
their independent reading.
TALK
Like the teaching component, classroom talk is underresearched. We saw fundamental differences between the
nature of the classroom talk in the exemplary teachers’
classrooms and the talk typically reported in classroom
observational studies. First, we observed the exemplary
teachers fostering much more student talk — teacher/student and student/student — than has previously been reported. In other words, these exemplary teachers encouraged, modeled, and supported lots of talk across the school
day. This talk was purposeful talk, though, not simply chatter. It was problem-posing, problem-solving talk related to
curricular topics.17
It wasn’t just more talk but a different sort of talk than
is commonly heard in classrooms. The interrogational nature of most classroom talk has been well documented.
Teachers pose questions, children respond, teachers verify or correct. That is the dominant pattern observed in
study after study, grade after grade.18 The classroom talk
we observed was more often conversational than interrogational. Teachers and students discussed ideas, concepts,
hypotheses, strategies, and responses with one another.
Teachers posed more “open” questions, to which multiple responses would be appropriate. For instance, consider the different types of after-reading questions below:
Question 1: So, where were the children going after all?
Question 2: So, what other story have we read that had
an ending like this one?
Question 3. Has anyone had a problem with a pet, like

the boy in the story?
Responses to question 1 are strictly limited to a single
“correct” answer as dictated by the story content. But questions 2 and 3 offer the opportunity for multiple “correct”
responses. In addition, while a response to the first question leads only to a teacher reply of “Right” or “Wrong,”the
others lead to follow-up teacher queries along the lines of
“Explain how the endings are similar” and “Tell us more
about how your pet problem was like the problem in the
story.” While question 1 allows the teacher to assess whether the student has used a strategy appropriately, questions
2 and 3 offer the opportunity to examine the thinking —
the strategy as it is being used — and to continue instruction. Question 1 assesses recall; questions 2 and 3 assess
a broader understanding and help make children’s thinking visible.
The nature of classroom talk is complicated and too little understood. While there is evidence that more “thoughtful” classroom talk leads to improved reading comprehension,19 especially in high-poverty schools, 20 we still have
few interventions available that focus on helping teachers
develop the instructional skill to create such classrooms,
and few of the packaged programs offer teachers any support along this line. The classroom talk we observed was
highly personalized, providing targeted replies to student
responses. Teacher expertise was the key, not a scripted,
teacher-proof instructional product.

ment as one of “managed choice.” Students did not have
an unlimited range of task or topic choices, but it was less
common to find every student doing the same task and
more common to observe students working on similar but
different tasks. For instance, in a fourth-grade unit on insects, each child caught an insect and brought it to class.
The students then sketched their insects using magnifying
glasses to discover detail. These sketches were then labeled
for body parts (thorax, abdomen, antennae, and so on). Students also observed the insects in their natural environments
and jotted field notes about behaviors and habits. They wrote
short descriptions based on these notes and constructed
models of the insects from craft materials. Finally, they presented their insects to their classmates and then posted
their sketches, models, and descriptions on the classroom
wall, where classmates could review them.
Choice of this sort has been shown to lead to greater
student ownership of and engagement with the work.21 Another interesting outcome is that the diversity of student
work makes it more difficult for students (and perhaps teachers) to rank that work from best to worst. A low-achieving
student may have selected one of the more interesting insects to study and display. Peers see the new information
on an interesting bug, instead of comparing the low-achieving student’s work to their own on an identical insect worksheet.
TESTING

TASKS
Another characteristic of these exemplary teachers’ classrooms was greater use of longer assignments and less emphasis on filling the day with multiple, shorter tasks. In these
classrooms students often worked on a writing task for 10
days or more. They read whole books, completed individual and small-group research projects, and worked on tasks
that integrated several content areas (reading, writing, and
social studies).
The work the children in these classrooms completed
was more substantive and challenging and required more
self-regulation than the work that has commonly been observed in elementary classrooms. We observed far less of
the low-level worksheet-type tasks and found a greater reliance on more complex tasks across the school day and
across subjects. Perhaps because of the nature of this work,
students seemed more often engaged and less often offtask than researchers in other classrooms have reported.
Another factor related to student engagement was that
the tasks assigned by exemplary teachers often involved
student choice. We described the instructional environ-

Finally, these exemplary teachers evaluated student work
and awarded grades based more on effort and improvement than simply on achievement. Thus all students had a
chance to earn good grades. Achievement-based grading
— whereby the best performances get the best grades —
operates to foster classrooms in which no one works very
hard. The higher-achieving students don’t have to put forth
much effort to rank well, and the lower-achieving students
soon realize that even working hard doesn’t produce performances that compare well to those of higher-achieving
students. If you are a lucky low achiever, hard work gets
you a C in an achievement-based grading scheme.
The complexity, though, of effort-and-improvement grading lies in the fact that teachers must truly know each of
their students well in order to assign grades. They have to
be able to recognize growth and to track or estimate the
student effort involved. The exemplary teachers often used
a rubric-based evaluation scheme to assign grades. Improvement was noted based on where students started and
where they ended up, rather than on the latter alone.
Another impact of the effort-and-improvement evaluaJUNE 2002
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tion model was that it shifted much of the responsibility
for earning grades over to the students. Students could not
assign bad grades to “unluckiness,” since the evaluation
scheme was rather transparent to them. The rubrics provided the information they needed to improve their grades.
The fourth-grade exemplary teachers we studied did acknowledge that the effort-and-improvement grading scheme
required careful explanation to parents, who were more
familiar with achievement-based grading. However, none
of the teachers reported much parental resistance, perhaps
because the teachers were typically able to describe in substantive detail just what a child needed to do to achieve a
better grade.
I must also note that we observed almost no test-preparation activity in these classrooms. None of the teachers
relied on the increasingly popular commercial test-preparation materials (e.g., workbooks, software). Instead, these
teachers believed that good instruction would lead to enhanced test performance. The data bore out their beliefs.
It was in the less effective teachers’ classrooms (which we
observed as part of a substudy) that we found test-preparation activity. It seems that less effective teachers truly
don’t know what to do and, as a result, drift toward the
use of packaged test-preparation activities in the hope that
they will make up for less effective teaching throughout
the year.
SUMMARY
In reducing a complex activity to a list of key features,
there is always the risk of oversimplification. Such seems
to be the case here. While the six T’s offer a shorthand, of
sorts, for describing exemplary teaching in the elementary
grades, they also oversimplify the complex nature of good
teaching. For instance, the six T’s actually operate interactively. It seems highly unlikely that we could develop
teaching that reflects any single T alone.
For instance, if we want to increase substantially the
amount of reading that children do (and I would argue that
this is one absolutely crucial step toward enhancing reading proficiency), it is important to give children books they
can read and choices regarding which books they will read.
Likewise, crafting a supportive conversational environment
in which students talk to their teachers and to their peers
about the books they are reading is an important component for sustaining increased reading. And active teaching of useful reading strategies expands the array of books
that children are able to read. Finally, shifting evaluation
to focus on effort and improvement enhances students’
motivation for reading.
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In other words, creating and supporting exemplary teaching of the sort we observed is complicated. It really seems
unfortunate that so many of the exemplary teachers we
studied were forced to teach against the organizational grain.
These teachers had to reject school and district plans that
put the same reader, trade book, textbook, or workbook
on every child’s desk. They had to reject scripted lessons,
pacing schedules, and grading schemes that presented a
one-size-fits-all model for instruction. Too often they had
to search out appropriate instructional texts and materials
on their own because the one text that the school or district provided was not of appropriate difficulty for most
students and failed to offer the sort of accurate and engaging information that might entice students into sustained
and effortful study. Worse, in too many cases, these teachers were forced to spend their own funds to purchase the
materials they needed to teach the students they were assigned.
Exemplary teaching should not be so hard to accomplish. Schools and school districts must take more responsibility for providing instructional and curricular support so
that exemplary teaching becomes more common and requires far less effort. Good teaching should not have to
work against the organizational grain.
In closing, I will note that few of these exemplary teachers gave much credit to their school districts for the development of their expertise. Some pointed to administrators who allowed them to experiment, encouraged them
to “break the mold,” and told them not worry about test
scores or about following the organizational plan. But most
credited other exemplary teachers for supporting them and
encouraging them to become better teachers and to assume greater professional responsibility for the success of
their students. These teachers seemed to understand that
professional responsibility meant choosing how to teach,
what to teach, and with what sorts of curricular materials
and tasks: they rejected the low-autonomy/high-accountability models that seem increasingly popular with advocates of “proven programs.”22
Instead, these teachers elected a high-autonomy/highaccountability model. They seemed to feel no particular
pressure from state testing schemes, perhaps because their
students performed so well. At the same time, because
they were the architects of the instruction offered in their
classrooms, they reported a greater sense of responsibility for student outcomes. In other words, these teachers accepted the professional responsibility for developing high
levels of reading proficiency but insisted on the autonomy to act on their expertise.23
Educational leaders might do well to consider the na-

ture of the instruction these teachers offered. They might
do well to ask whether current school policies seem likely to foster this sort of teaching. They might ponder how
the organizational plan, including the professional development opportunities and the curricular schemes, currently work to foster or undermine the emergence of exemplary elementary classroom teaching.
In the end, enhanced reading proficiency rests largely
on the capacity of classroom teachers to provide expert,
exemplary reading instruction. Our study of these exemplary teachers suggests that such teaching cannot be packaged. Exemplary teaching is not regurgitation of a common script but is responsive to children’s needs. In the end
it will become clearer that there are no “proven programs,”
just schools in which we find more expert teachers —
teachers who need no script to tell them what to do. The
question for the education profession — teachers, principals, professors, and policy makers — is, Are we creating
schools in which every year every teacher becomes more
expert?
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